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Background 
 
Buried utilities can pose a risk if struck, or fail due to deterioration.  The Encroachment Permits Branch 
responds to multiple inquiries from utility companies challenging our current policies on buried utilities.  
Most of the challenges question our depth and encasement requirements.  For example, a utility company 
claims that encasing their gas pipelines interferes with their ability to inspect their pipeline and might 
actually decrease the life of the pipeline, thus creating a potential for pipe failure.   
 
Caltrans has a long-standing policy that underground high-risk utilities must be encased and be buried at 
specified depths depending on pipe size and product being transported.  Encasement is required for all 
underground utilities placed within Caltrans right of way.  This requirement is based on the need for 
mechanical protection (from being accidentally struck) and as a secondary containment (from leaks in the 
carrier pipe), to increase safety and to protect the public and highway workers from the hazards of a 
damaged, exposed, cut, or penetrated utility.   

 

Summary of findings 
 

The scope of the preliminary investigation (PI) was to compare the guidelines and procedures utilized by 

other state DOTs and municipalities by reviewing their encasement standards via survey questions, phone, 

email and web searches.  The Preliminary Investigation (PI) compared what other state DOT guidelines 

and procedures are that allow high-risk utilities to exist safely within their right-of-way.   

The following survey questions were asked in the online survey: 

1.  Is Pipe Encasement required for utilities in your Right of Way? If so, please explain. 

2.  If encasement is required: 

 Do the requirements differ for the different utilities?  

 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe material?  

 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe location?  

 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe installation method?  

 Does encasement design/strength differ for depth of pipe?  

3.  What are the design requirements for encasement at different depths? 

4.  Do you have any cases where no encasement was selected over encasement? If so, please 

provide a brief description. 

5.  Are there situations where pipe encasement design requirements led to pipe diversions away 

from DOT right of way?, If so, please provide some information. 



6.  Do you have any information on pipe leaks related to the design of the pipe?  If so, did these 

incidents lead to damage to the roadway, contamination of the right of way, or other? 

7.  Do you have any state regulations regarding pipe encasement? 

8.  Are your encasement requirements based on access control? 

9.  Do you have methods besides encasement that will provide the level of safety (protection, 

containment) you desire and allow utilities better access to inspect their facilities?  Is there a 

win-win option in your case? 

10.  Do you have life cycle costs or benefit analysis for encasement versus non-encasement?  

11.  What are the pros and cons from your perspective and the utility company’s perspective for 

encasement versus non-encasement? 

 

Gaps in findings 
 
The responses to survey questions were subject to the knowledge and information available to the 
respondents at the time of taking the survey.   

Contacts 
 
Numerous states were contacted to conduct this survey.  The following states responded to the online 
survey: 
 

- New Hampshire Department of Transportation 
Lennart Suther, Utilities Engineer 
LSuther@dot.state nh.us 
Tel: 603-271-1593 
 

- Missouri Department of Transportation 
Brandi Baldwin 
brandi.baldwin@modot.mo.gov 
Tel: 573-248-2602 
 

- Alabama Department of Transportation 
. Robert G. Lee  
 leer@dot.state.al.us 
 Tel: 334-242-6155 
 

- Massachusetts Department of Transportation 
Ray Stinson 



ray.stinson@dot.state.ma.us 
 Tel: 781-641-8471 
 

- Iowa Department of Transportation 
Bryan Bradley 
bryan.bradley@iowa.gov 
Tel: 515-239-1014 

 
- Virginia Department of Transportation 

Jeff Bragdon 
Jeff.Bragdon@vdot.virginia.gov 

 Tel: 804-786-8025 
 

- Texas Department of Transportation 
Jesse Cooper 
jesse.cooper@txdot.gov 

 Tel: 512-416-2874 
 
 

- Washington State Department of Transportation 
Ahmer Nizam 
nizama@wsdot.wa.gov 
Tel: 360-705-7271 
 

- Michigan Department of Transportation 
Nick Lefke 
Tel: 517-335-2208 

 
- Oregon Department of Transportation 

Richard Kearns 
richard.a.kearns@odot.state.or.us 
Tel: 503-325-7222 

Body of Preliminary Investigation 
 

New Hampshire Department of Transportation NHDOT 
 
At NHDOT, utility owner is responsible for the design of the utility facility to be installed within the highway 
right-of-way or attached to a highway structure. The Department is responsible to review for approval the 
utility’s proposal with respect to the location of the utility facilities to be installed and the manner of 
installation or attachment. This includes the measures to be taken to preserve the safe and free flow of 
traffic, structural integrity of the roadway or highway structure, ease of highway maintenance, 
appearance of the highway, and the integrity of the utility facility. 
 
The following are the responses from New Hampshire DOT to the survey questions:  



 
Q1: Is Pipe Encasement required for utilities in your Right of Way? If so, please explain. 
 
Pipe encasement is required for pipelines of gas, water and sewer crossing the Right-of-Way or adjacent 
to bridge structures. 
 
Q2: If encasement is required: 

 Do the requirements differ for the different utilities? Not significantly. 
 

 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe material? The utility provides the 
design/strength for the specific situation. 
 

 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe location? The utility provides the 
design/strength for the specific situation. 

 

 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe installation method? Yes 
 

 Does encasement design/strength differ for depth of pipe? Yes, as provided by the utility. 
 

Q3: What are the design requirements for encasement at different depths? 
 
Respondent skipped this question 
 
Q4: Do you have any cases where no encasement was selected over encasement? If so, please provide 
a brief description. 
 
Respondent skipped this question 
 
Q5: Are there situations where pipe encasement design requirements led to pipe diversions away 
from DOT right of way? If so, please provide some information. 
 
No. 
 
Q6: Do you have any information on pipe leaks related to the design of the pipe?  If so, did these 
incidents lead to damage to the roadway, contamination of the right of way, or other? 
 
No. 
 
Q7: Do you have any state regulations regarding pipe encasement? 
 
No. 
 
Q8: Are your encasement requirements based on access control? 
 
Indirectly as longitudinal facilities are not allow within the Limited Access Right-of-Way whereas 
longitudinal facilities in other Right-of-Way does not require encasement. 
 



Q9: Do you have methods besides encasement that will provide the level of safety (protection, 
containment) you desire and allow utilities better access to inspect their facilities?  Is there a win-win 
option in your case? 
 
Other methods allowed besides encasement, such as slabs over the facility, further reduce the utilities 
ability to inspect their facilities. 
 
Q10: Do you have life cycle costs or benefit analysis for encasement versus non-encasement?  
No. 
 
Q11: What are the pros and cons from your perspective and the utility company’s perspective for 
encasement versus non-encasement? 
 
Respondent skipped this question 
 
In addition to the survey responses, Appendix I includes the NHDOT Utilities Accommodation manual.   

 

Missouri Department of Transportation (MoDOT) 

 
Encasement provides protection of the adjacent facilities from damage due to the failure of the utility's 
pipe. It also facilitates the replacement or repair of the utility's pipe. Encasement creates issues with 
cathodic protection of the utility's pipe.  With the exception of small service lines and cables, the 
encasement must have a diameter that is a minimum of 4" greater than the diameter of the carrier pipe. 
Continuous encasement is required under all roadways, medians, ramps, and shoulders.  Utility 
companies will be allowed to use any material as a carrier or encasement for their product provided they 
accept responsibility of any future repairs and/or replacement of MoDOT facilities should a failure occur. 
An acceptable alternative to the conduit type encasement is Class B concrete poured around the facility 
at a minimum of 6 inches thick. 
 
All buried utility crossing, public or private, must be made by auguring, boring or pushing under the 

roadway. In roadway curb and gutter section, the auger pits should be a minimum of 5 feet from the curb 

or on a 1:1 ratio. Example: If the utility line is 10 feet deep, the auger pit should be 10 feet from the 

roadway curb. A 1 inch void will be allowed around the utility line or encasement under the roadway. A 

$5000 bond will be required on all new crossings. 

All buried utilities installed parallel to the right of way must be a public utility. No private utilities are 

allowed to parallel state right of way. All buried facilities must stay within 6 feet of the right of way line.  

All cables, wires, small diameter pipes, pull boxes, pedestals, meters, manholes, and other such utility 

appurtenances shall be equipped with covers or guards to improve their visibility, should be installed at 

the right of way line, and should not be wider than 30 inches. 

All overhead utility crossings must have a minimum vertical clearance of 18 feet over all state roads and 

vertical clearance must also meet National Electric Safety Code. All poles are to be installed within 2 feet 

of the right of way line and all anchors should be installed within 6 feet of the right of way line.  All 



overhead utilities installed parallel to the right of way line must be a public utility. No private utilities are 

allowed to parallel state right of way. All utility poles must be installed within 2 feet of the right of way 

line. All anchors and guy wires must stay within 6 feet of the right of way line.  

Cutting pavement shall not be done without first obtaining approval by the state. When cutting 

pavement is approved, all cuts shall be made with a saw to a minimum depth of 2.5 inches, and a width 

of 12 inches greater than the trench required on either side. When the location is within 4 feet of a joint, 

the cut must be made at the joint, and must follow the joint. A minimum of 8 inches of a 6 bag concrete 

and 4 inches of compacted base rock is to be used to fill the hole. Concrete can be used in lieu of the 

compacted base rock. 

The Utilities Accommodation manual for MoDOT can be found at: 
http://www.modot.org/design/UtilityResources/EPG-Utilities.htm 

The following are the responses from Missouri DOT to the survey questions: 

 

Q1: Is Pipe Encasement required for utilities in your Right of Way? If so, please explain. 

Yes, for crossings. No, for parallel installations. 

Q2: If encasement is required: 

 Do the requirements differ for the different utilities? Yes 

 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe material? Yes 

 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe location? Yes 

 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe installation method? No 

 Does encasement design/strength differ for depth of pipe? Yes 

Q3: What are the design requirements for encasement at different depths? 

It is dependent on the utility type in some cases. Typically rigid/steel encasements are allowed to be 

shallower than other encasements. 

Q4: Do you have any cases where no encasement was selected over encasement? If so, please provide 

a brief description. 

Encasement is not required on cathodically protected welded steel pipelines. Encasement is not 

required on pipelines less than 6 inches, but require a depth of 6 feet. Encasement is not required on 

waterlines less than 2 inches in diameter. 

Q5: Are there situations where pipe encasement design requirements led to pipe diversions away 

from DOT right of way?, If so, please provide some information. 

http://www.modot.org/design/UtilityResources/EPG-Utilities.htm


Respondent skipped this question 

Q6: Do you have any information on pipe leaks related to the design of the pipe?  If so, did these 

incidents lead to damage to the roadway, contamination of the right of way, or other? 

Respondent skipped this question 

Q7: Do you have any state regulations regarding pipe encasement? 

Yes, Missouri State Regulation 7 CSR 10.3 

Q8: Are your encasement requirements based on access control? 

Respondent skipped this question 

Q9: Do you have methods besides encasement that will provide the level of safety (protection, 

containment) you desire and allow utilities better access to inspect their facilities?  Is there a win-win 

option in your case? 

Respondent skipped this question 

Q10: Do you have life cycle costs or benefit analysis for encasement versus non-encasement?  

Respondent skipped this question 

Q11: What are the pros and cons from your perspective and the utility company’s perspective for 

encasement versus non-encasement? 

Respondent skipped this question 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 



 



Alabama Department of Transportation (ALDOT) 

 
Alabama DOT requires the encasement of all utility facilities placed under the highway unless otherwise 
exempted within their manual, or unless a utility obtains approval to forego encasement. 
 
Casings may be required for the following conditions and in other instances when indicated by the 
Department:  
1)  If expedient for the insertion, removal, replacement, or maintenance of carrier pipe crossings of 
freeways, expressways, and other controlled access highways, and at other locations where it is necessary 
in order to avoid open-trenched construction  
2) As protection for carrier pipe from external loads or shock either during or after construction of the 
highway  
3) As a means of conveying leaking fluids away from the area directly beneath the traveled way to a point 
of venting at or near the ROW line, or to a point of drainage in the highway ditch or a natural drainage 
way. 
 
Encasement or other suitable protection may also be required for any pipeline (1) with less than minimum 
bury, (2) near footings of bridges or other highway structures or across unstable or subsiding ground, or 
(3) near other locations where there may be hazard. 
 
Where the utility cannot give satisfactory assurance to Alabama DOT that the highway user and the 
highway structure are adequately protected without the use of encasement, casing will be required for 
(1) pressurized carrier pipes crossing under major highways, and (2) carriers of transmittants which are 
flammable, corrosive, expansive, energized, or unstable, particularly if carried at high pressure or 
potential. 
 
The following are the responses from Alabama DOT to the survey questions: 

 
Q1: Is Pipe Encasement required for utilities in your Right of Way? If so, please explain. 
 
Underground utilities that cross highways on the National Highway System are required to be encased. 
Utilities have been able to request a variance from the encasement requirement. We have recently 
established an encasement alternative for natural gas crossings. 
 
Q2: If encasement is required: 
 

 Do the requirements differ for the different utilities? There is an alternate for natural gas 
crossings. 
 

 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe material? Encasement has been required to 
be steel. 

 
 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe location? No 

 
 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe installation method? No 

 
 Does encasement design/strength differ for depth of pipe? Yes 



 
Q3: What are the design requirements for encasement at different depths? 
 
The utility or engineer for the utility is responsible for the calculation. 
 
Q4: Do you have any cases where no encasement was selected over encasement? If so, please provide 
a brief description. 
 
If a utility is bored through rock, the encasement seems redundant. 
 
Q5: Are there situations where pipe encasement design requirements led to pipe diversions away 
from DOT right of way?, If so, please provide some information. 
 
Not aware of any. 
 
Q6: Do you have any information on pipe leaks related to the design of the pipe?  If so, did these 
incidents lead to damage to the roadway, contamination of the right of way, or other? 
 
Not aware of any. 
 
Q7: Do you have any state regulations regarding pipe encasement? 
 
Encasement is required as part of our DOT Utility Manual 
 
Q8: Are your encasement requirements based on access control? 
 
No. For the alternate for natural gas, there is extra depth of cover required (6' under pavement). For 
controlled access highways, additional depth over the alternate is required (10' under pavement). 
 
Q9: Do you have methods besides encasement that will provide the level of safety (protection, 
containment) you desire and allow utilities better access to inspect their facilities?  Is there a win-win 
option in your case? 
 
We have put a concrete slab over utilities for protection. There is also a half concrete pipe cover that is 
acceptable. 
 
Q10: Do you have life cycle costs or benefit analysis for encasement versus non-encasement?  
 
No. However, the natural gas industry claims that corrosion occurs rapidly in encased crossings. Uncased 
cathodically protected pipe can last almost indefinitely. 
 
Q11: What are the pros and cons from your perspective and the utility company’s perspective for 
encasement versus non-encasement? 
 
Encasement pipe can prevent third party damage, where digging equipment can hit the encasement pipe 
and stop digging before damaging the carrier pipe. An uncased pipe is more likely to be damaged. An 
encased crossing may be perceived to be an issue and as a result, may be pigged more often, increasing 
its safety versus an uncased crossing that may not be inspected as often. Inspection may occur where 



accessibility is easier. The positive is that the natural gas utilities are pleased with the new policy that may 
lead to more cooperation. 
 
The utility manual for Alabama DOT can be found at: 
http://www.dot.state.al.us/rwweb/doc/utilitiesgrid/UtilitiesManual.pdf 
 
In addition to the survey responses, Appendix II includes the Alabama Utilities Accommodation manual. 
 
 

Iowa Department of Transportation 

 
The following are the responses from Iowa DOT to the survey questions: 
 
Q1: Is Pipe Encasement required for utilities in your Right of Way? If so, please explain. 
 
Yes in some cases.  
 
Transverse crossings of water lines, most sanitary sewer crossings and some pipeline crossings. 
http://www.iowadot.gov/traffic/pdfs/UtilityPolicy.pdf  
 
115.13(5) Transverse occupancy--encasement and related requirements.  
 
a. Trenchless construction. Underground transverse crossings of existing paved roadways shall be made 
by trenchless construction whenever practical. Any exception to this requirement must be specifically 
authorized by the district representative and noted in the permit.  
 
b. Electrical service. Underground electrical service must be placed in a conduit from right-of-way line to 
right-of-way line and shall be clearly marked by the utility owner at the outer limits of the right-of-way.  
 
c. Pipelines.  
(1) Except as set out in 115.13(5)"c" (2), a pipeline carrying natural gas at an operating pressure of 
greater than 60 pounds per square inch, liquid petroleum products, ammonia, chlorine or other 
hazardous or corrosive products shall be encased from right-of-way line to right-of-way line.  
 
(2) Encasement of a pipeline carrying a product listed in 115.13(5)"c"(1) is not required if the pipeline 
meets all of the following requirements and the utility owner certifies as a part of the permit that these 
requirements are met:  
 
• It is welded steel pipeline.  
• It is cathodically protected.  
• It is coated in accordance with accepted industry standards.  
• It complies with federal, state and local requirements and meets accepted industry standards 
regarding wall thickness and operating stress levels.  
 
(3) A pipeline carrying a product listed in 115.13(5)"c"(1) shall be vented and marked at the outer right-
of-way limits. The markers shall comply with accepted industry standards and include the following 

http://www.dot.state.al.us/rwweb/doc/utilitiesgrid/UtilitiesManual.pdf
http://www.iowadot.gov/traffic/pdfs/UtilityPolicy.pdf


information: name of the owner, telephone number to contact in case of an emergency, and type of 
product carried.  
(4) Encasement of a natural gas pipeline with an operating pressure that is not greater than 60 pounds 
per square inch is not required if the pipeline is made of copper, steel or plastic; the pipeline is 
protected and installed in accordance with accepted industry standards; and the utility owner certifies 
as a part of the permit that these standards are met. Otherwise, encasement is required.  
 
d. Communication cable. The department may require encasement of communication cable.  
 
e. Sanitary sewer lines. Sanitary sewer lines, both gravity and force mains, shall be encased from right-
of-way line to right-of-way line. Exception: A gravity flow line that is installed subsequent to highway 
construction need not be encased if it will meet all of the following requirements:  
 
(1) The opening is cut to the size of the carrier pipe so that there are no excessive voids around the pipe.  
(2) The pipe is of sufficient strength to withstand the external loads created by the vehicular traffic on 
the roadway being traversed.  
(3) Lines beyond the toe of fore-slope are properly embedded. 
 
f. Waterlines. Waterlines shall be encased from right-of-way line to right-of-way line. Exceptions:  
 
(1) Encasement is not required where it is impractical due to existing conditions, as determined by the 
district representative. As a minimum, waterlines shall be encased from toe of fore-slope to toe of fore-
slope.  
(2) Waterlines with an inside diameter of two inches or less need be encased only from toe of fore-slope 
to toe of fore-slope. Venting and sealing of the encasement are not required.  
(3) Properly embedded waterlines that are installed prior to highway construction need not be encased 
if extra strength cast iron or ductile iron pipe with mechanical joints and seals, or equivalent, is used 
from right-of-way line to right-of-way line.  
 
g. Installations vulnerable to damage. Utility facilities that by reason of shallow depth or location are 
vulnerable to damage from highway construction or maintenance operations shall be protected with a 
casing, suitable bridging, concrete slabs or other appropriate measures.  
 
h. Other installations. When it is acceptable to both the utility owner and the department, an 
underground utility facility not otherwise addressed in this subrule may be installed without protective 
casing if the installation involves trenched construction or small bores. Encasement requirements will be 
determined on an individual basis.  
 
115.13(6) Longitudinal occupancy--encasement and related requirements.  
 
a. Utility lines installed longitudinally to the primary highway right-of-way shall be encased at crossings 
of hard-surfaced side roads, streets and entrances in accordance with subrule 115.13(5).  
b. Reserved. 
 
Q2: If encasement is required: 
 

 Do the requirements differ for the different utilities? Yes 
 



 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe material? Yes 
 

 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe location? No 
 

 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe installation method? Yes 
 

 Does encasement design/strength differ for depth of pipe? No 
 
Q3: What are the design requirements for encasement at different depths? 
 
Depth is not considered 
 
Q4: Do you have any cases where no encasement was selected over encasement? If so, please provide 
a brief description. 
 
Pipelines.  
(1) Except as set out in (2), a pipeline carrying natural gas at an operating pressure of greater than 60 
pounds per square inch, liquid petroleum products, ammonia, chlorine or other hazardous or corrosive 
products shall be encased from right-of-way line to right-of-way line.  
 
(2) Encasement of a pipeline carrying a product listed in (1) is not required if the pipeline meets all of the 
following requirements and the utility owner certifies as a part of the permit that these requirements 
are met: 
 • It is welded steel pipeline.  
• It is cathodically protected.  
• It is coated in accordance with accepted industry standards.  
• It complies with federal, state and local requirements and meets accepted industry standards 
regarding wall thickness and operating stress levels.  
 
(4) Encasement of a natural gas pipeline with an operating pressure that is not greater than 60 pounds 
per square inch is not required if the pipeline is made of copper, steel or plastic; the pipeline is 
protected and installed in accordance with accepted industry standards; and the utility owner certifies 
as a part of the permit that these standards are met. Otherwise, encasement is required. 
 
Q5: Are there situations where pipe encasement design requirements led to pipe diversions away 
from DOT right of way?, If so, please provide some information. 
 
There may be some but no specific examples are available. 
 
Q6: Do you have any information on pipe leaks related to the design of the pipe?  If so, did these 
incidents lead to damage to the roadway, contamination of the right of way, or other? 
 
No. 
 
Q7: Do you have any state regulations regarding pipe encasement? 
 
http://www.iowadot.gov/traffic/pdfs/UtilityPolicy.pdf  
 

http://www.iowadot.gov/traffic/pdfs/UtilityPolicy.pdf


115.13(5) Transverse occupancy--encasement and related requirements.  
 
a. Trenchless construction. Underground transverse crossings of existing paved roadways shall be made 
by trenchless construction whenever practical. Any exception to this requirement must be specifically 
authorized by the district representative and noted in the permit.  
 
b. Electrical service. Underground electrical service must be placed in a conduit from right-of-way line to 
right-of-way line and shall be clearly marked by the utility owner at the outer limits of the right-of-way.  
 
c. Pipelines.  
(1) Except as set out in 115.13(5)"c"(2), a pipeline carrying natural gas at an operating pressure of 
greater than 60 pounds per square inch, liquid petroleum products, ammonia, chlorine or other 
hazardous or corrosive products shall be encased from right-of-way line to right-of-way line.  
 
(2) Encasement of a pipeline carrying a product listed in 115.13(5)"c"(1) is not required if the pipeline 
meets all of the following requirements and the utility owner certifies as a part of the permit that these 
requirements are met:  
• It is welded steel pipeline.  
• It is cathodically protected.  
• It is coated in accordance with accepted industry standards.  
• It complies with federal, state and local requirements and meets accepted industry standards 
regarding wall thickness and operating stress levels.  
 
(3) A pipeline carrying a product listed in 115.13(5)"c"(1) shall be vented and marked at the outer right-
of-way limits. The markers shall comply with accepted industry standards and include the following 
information: name of the owner, telephone number to contact in case of an emergency, and type of 
product carried.  
 
(4) Encasement of a natural gas pipeline with an operating pressure that is not greater than 60 pounds 
per square inch is not required if the pipeline is made of copper, steel or plastic; the pipeline is 
protected and installed in accordance with accepted industry standards; and the utility owner certifies 
as a part of the permit that these standards are met. Otherwise, encasement is required.  
 
d. Communication cable. The department may require encasement of communication cable.   
 
e. Sanitary sewer lines. Sanitary sewer lines, both gravity and force mains, shall be encased from right-
of-way line to right-of-way line. Exception: A gravity flow line that is installed subsequent to highway 
construction need not be encased if it will meet all of the following requirements:  
 
(1) The opening is cut to the size of the carrier pipe so that there are no excessive voids around the pipe.  
 
(2) The pipe is of sufficient strength to withstand the external loads created by the vehicular traffic on 
the roadway being traversed.  
 
(3) Lines beyond the toe of fore-slope are properly embedded.  
 
f. Waterlines. Waterlines shall be encased from right-of-way line to right-of-way line. Exceptions:  
 



(1) Encasement is not required where it is impractical due to existing conditions, as determined by the 
district representative. As a minimum, waterlines shall be encased from toe of fore-slope to toe of fore-
slope.  
 
(2) Waterlines with an inside diameter of two inches or less need be encased only from toe of fore-slope 
to toe of fore-slope. Venting and sealing of the encasement are not required.  
 
(3) Properly embedded waterlines that are installed prior to highway construction need not be encased 
if extra strength cast iron or ductile iron pipe with mechanical joints and seals, or equivalent, is used 
from right-of-way line to right-of-way line.  
 
g. Installations vulnerable to damage. Utility facilities that by reason of shallow depth or location are 
vulnerable to damage from highway construction or maintenance operations shall be protected with a 
casing, suitable bridging, concrete slabs or other appropriate measures.  
 
h. Other installations. When it is acceptable to both the utility owner and the department, an 
underground utility facility not otherwise addressed in this subrule may be installed without protective 
casing if the installation involves trenched construction or small bores. Encasement requirements will be 
determined on an individual basis.  
 
115.13(6) Longitudinal occupancy--encasement and related requirements. 
 
a. Utility lines installed longitudinally to the primary highway right-of-way shall be encased at crossings 
of hard-surfaced side roads, streets and entrances in accordance with subrule 115.13(5).  
 
b. Reserved. 
 
Q8: Are your encasement requirements based on access control? 
 
No, we take them to the ROW line. 
 
Q9: Do you have methods besides encasement that will provide the level of safety (protection, 
containment) you desire and allow utilities better access to inspect their facilities?  Is there a win-win 
option in your case? 
 
Bridging or concrete slabs are sometimes used. 
 
Q10: Do you have life cycle costs or benefit analysis for encasement versus non-encasement?  
 
No. 
 
Q11: What are the pros and cons from your perspective and the utility company’s perspective for 
encasement versus non-encasement? 
Respondent skipped this question 
 
 
In addition to the survey responses, Appendix III includes the Iowa Utilities Accommodation manual. 
 



Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT) 

 
The following are the responses from Virginia DOT to the survey questions: 
 
 
Q1: Is Pipe Encasement required for utilities in your Right of Way? If so, please explain. 
 
Yes.  
 
A. Encasement pipe shall be required where it is necessary to avoid trenched construction, to protect 
carrier pipe from external loads or shock, or to convey leaking fluids or gases away from the areas directly 
beneath the traveled way if the utility has less than minimal cover; is near footings of bridges, utilities or 
other highway structures; crosses unstable ground; or is near other locations where hazardous conditions 
may exist. Encasements crossing non limited access rights-of-way shall extend a suitable distance beyond 
the slope for side ditches and beyond the back of curb in curbed sections. The district administrator's 
designee may require encasement pipe even if an installation meets industry standards for non-
encasement. Casing pipe shall be sealed at the ends with approved material to prevent flowing water and 
debris from entering the annular space between the casing and the carrier. All necessary appurtenances 
such as vents and markers shall be included.  
 
B. Uncased crossings of welded steel pipelines carrying transmittants that are flammable, corrosive, 
expansive, energized, or unstable, particularly if carried at high pressure, may be permitted subject to the 
following conditions: 1. The applicant provides supporting data documenting that its proposed installation 
meets or exceeds industry standards for unencased crossings, 2. The applicant provides supporting data 
documenting that the pipeline will support the anticipated load generated by highway traffic, and 3. All 
unencased pipeline crossings that fail must be relocated a minimum of 36 inches to either side of the 
failure. The failed line shall then be filled with grout and plugged at both ends. 
 
Q2: If encasement is required: 
 

 Do the requirements differ for the different utilities? No, but will traditionally be deeper at RR 
Crossings 
 

 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe material? No 
 

 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe location? No 
 

 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe installation method? No 
 

 Does encasement design/strength differ for depth of pipe? No 
 
Q3: What are the design requirements for encasement at different depths? 
 
Typically longer encasements required at RR Crossings due to necessary extension past theoretical RR 
embankment 
 



Q4: Do you have any cases where no encasement was selected over encasement? If so, please provide 
a brief description. 
Yes. It is believed that current trenchless technology methods may produce joint welds that make the 
carrier pipe even stronger than the pipe at the weld points. We have used HDD FPVC and HDPE and have 
gone deeper under environmental features or roadways 
 
Q5: Are there situations where pipe encasement design requirements led to pipe diversions away 
from DOT right of way?, If so, please provide some information. 
 
N/A 
 
Q6: Do you have any information on pipe leaks related to the design of the pipe?  If so, did these 
incidents lead to damage to the roadway, contamination of the right of way, or other? 
 
We've had some utilities install only soil tight encasements with HDPE material. Not sure if immediate 
degradation of the carrier pipe has been seen, but it is estimated that depending the material of the carrier 
pipe, the pipe may be subject to more corrosion, or there will be seepage of groundwater in the casing. 
State requirements require for continuous sleeve of encasement with grouted ends. 
 
Q7: Do you have any state regulations regarding pipe encasement? 
 
Yes. 24VAC30-151-370 Also EP-1 of the VDOT Road and Bridge Specs Also Spec 232.02 of the 
Specifications 
 
Q8: Are your encasement requirements based on access control? 
 
Largely, yes. 
 
Q9: Do you have methods besides encasement that will provide the level of safety (protection, 
containment) you desire and allow utilities better access to inspect their facilities?  Is there a win-win 
option in your case? 
 
Only with Trenchless technologies such as HDD, where the integrity of the pipe is as superior or far 
superior than a traditional pipe encasement. Also our locating surveys and SUE operations, as well as 
asbuilt records give us a greater comfort of where HDD operations are and how they are constructed, so 
that future conflicts can be avoided. 
 
Q10: Do you have life cycle costs or benefit analysis for encasement versus non-encasement?  
 
No. 
 
Q11: What are the pros and cons from your perspective and the utility company’s perspective for 
encasement versus non-encasement? 
 
Pros - (1) Ease of access to the utility from a maintenance perspective. (2) An easily identifiable location 
by traditional survey methods Cons - (1) Encasements oftentimes create conflicts with other utilities or 
roadway construction and operation. (2) Trenchless operations have become so reliable, that it is 
sometimes cheaper construction and time savings vs. encasement construction. 



 
 
In addition to the survey responses, Appendix IV includes the Virginia Utilities Accommodation manual. 
 
 

Texas Department of Transportation (TxDOT) 

 
 
The following are the responses from Texas DOT to the survey questions: 
Q1: Is Pipe Encasement required for utilities in your Right of Way? If so, please explain. 
 
(1) Encasement.  
(A)  Underground utility facilities crossing the highway shall be encased in the interest of safety, protection 
of the utility, protection of the highway, and for access to the utility facility. Casing shall consist of a pipe 
or other separate structure around and outside the carrier line. The utility must demonstrate that the 
casing will be adequate for the expected loads and stresses.  
 
(B)  Casing pipe shall be steel, concrete, or plastic pipe as approved by the district, except that if horizontal 
directional drilling is used to place the casing, high-density polyethylene (HDPE) pipe must be used in place 
of plastic pipe.  
 
(C)  Encasement may be of metallic or non-metallic material. Encasement material shall be designed to 
support the load of the highway and superimposed loads thereon, including that of construction 
machinery. The strength of the encasement material shall equal or exceed structural requirements for 
drainage culverts and it shall be composed of material of satisfactory durability for conditions to which it 
may be subjected. 
 
Q2: If encasement is required: 
 

 Do the requirements differ for the different utilities? Yes 
 

 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe material? No 
 

 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe location? No 
 

 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe installation method? Yes 
 

 Does encasement design/strength differ for depth of pipe? No 
 
Q3: What are the design requirements for encasement at different depths? 
 
Depth. Where placements at the depths in this section are impractical or where unusual conditions exist, 
the department may allow installations at a lesser depth, but will require other means of protection, 
including encasement or the placement of a reinforced concrete slab.  
 
 
 



 
Q4: Do you have any cases where no encasement was selected over encasement? If so, please provide 
a brief description. 
 
(C) Encasement. Low-pressure gas pipelines crossing the pavement shall be placed in a steel encasement. 
The district may waive this encasement requirement if the pipeline is of welded steel construction and is 
protected from corrosion by cathodic protective measures or cold tar epoxy wrapping, and the utility signs 
a written agreement that the pavement will not be cut for pipeline repairs at any time in the future. 
 
Q5: Are there situations where pipe encasement design requirements led to pipe diversions away 
from DOT right of way?, If so, please provide some information. 
 
n/a 
 
Q6: Do you have any information on pipe leaks related to the design of the pipe?  If so, did these 
incidents lead to damage to the roadway, contamination of the right of way, or other? 
 
No 
 
Q7: Do you have any state regulations regarding pipe encasement? 
 
Texas Administrative Code 43 TAC 21.40 
 
Q8: Are your encasement requirements based on access control? 
 
No 
 
Q9: Do you have methods besides encasement that will provide the level of safety (protection, 
containment) you desire and allow utilities better access to inspect their facilities?  Is there a win-win 
option in your case? 
 
Only the allowing of materials other than steel 
 
Q10: Do you have life cycle costs or benefit analysis for encasement versus non-encasement?  
 
No 
 
Q11: What are the pros and cons from your perspective and the utility company’s perspective for 
encasement versus non-encasement? 
 
The oil and gas industry do not want to encase at all.  What has not been taken into account is the main 
objective of encasement which is to move the hazard or exposure away from the roadway.  Therefore 
protecting both the public and the road structure.  Additionally an encasement allows an excavator a 
second chance if he nicks a encasement pipe that protects the carrier pipe. 
 
 
In addition to the survey responses, Appendix V includes the Texas Utilities Accommodation manual. 
 



 

Washington State Department of Transportation (WSDOT) 

 
The following are the responses from Washington State DOT to the survey questions: 
 
Q1: Is Pipe Encasement required for utilities in your Right of Way? If so, please explain. 
 
Yes - encasement is required for most pipelines occupying state highway right of way. Exceptions are 
allowed under certain circumstances, such as when the line meets federal cathodic protection 
requirements. For more information, please refer to the Washington Administrative Code: WAC 468-34-
210. 
 
Q2: If encasement is required: 

 Do the requirements differ for the different utilities? Yes - for example, where casing is 
required by industry codes; for pressurized carrier pipes; hazardous substances. 
 

 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe material? Not currently 
 

 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe location? Possibly - to achieve adequate 
loading capabilities or due to proximity to bridge substructure 

 
 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe installation method? Yes - For example, 

encasement requirement may be waived where open cut or open trench would be authorized; 
however, open cuts to the highway are against policy and require a variance approval. 

 
 Does encasement design/strength differ for depth of pipe? Possibly - to achieve adequate 

loading capabilities to bridge substructure 
 
Q3: What are the design requirements for encasement at different depths? 
 
There are currently no distinctions according to depth in adopted policy, but this may be a primary 
consideration if a variance to encasement policy were requested. 
 
Q4: Do you have any cases where no encasement was selected over encasement? If so, please provide 
a brief description. 
 
Utilities sometime request variances to established policies - including encasement. In such cases, 
adequate justification must be provided, and the appropriate internal subject matter experts are 
consulted. 
 
Q5: Are there situations where pipe encasement design requirements led to pipe diversions away 
from DOT right of way?, If so, please provide some information. 
 
In instances where a proposal to obtain a variance from encasement requirements is denied, the utility 
presumably pursues an alternate course of action - that we are not always aware of since it is off of DOT 
property. 
 



Q6: Do you have any information on pipe leaks related to the design of the pipe?  If so, did these 
incidents lead to damage to the roadway, contamination of the right of way, or other? 
 
We are aware of recent water pipe failures that have cause damage to the roadway. In these cases, the 
utility is required under state law, as well as the contractual provisions within utility permits, to correct 
the matter at its sole cost. 
 
Q7: Do you have any state regulations regarding pipe encasement? 
 
Yes - WAC 468-34-210. 
 
Q8: Are your encasement requirements based on access control? 
 
Access designation is a factor in determining whether encasement is required. 
 
Q9: Do you have methods besides encasement that will provide the level of safety (protection, 
containment) you desire and allow utilities better access to inspect their facilities?  Is there a win-win 
option in your case? 
 
There have been discussions regarding the value of encasement when certain materials are used for water 
and sewer facilities (such as PVC or HDPE); however, we are not inclined to change our policy until more 
research is available. 
 
Q10: Do you have life cycle costs or benefit analysis for encasement versus non-encasement?  
 
No 
 
Q11: What are the pros and cons from your perspective and the utility company’s perspective for 
encasement versus non-encasement? 
Benefit-cost is the main issue. Highway authorities must exercise appropriate diligence for utility 
accommodation. If research supports the notion that encasement is superfluous in some instances, we 
are willing to consider it. 
 
 
In addition to the survey responses, Appendix VI includes the Washington State DOT Utilities 
Accommodation manual. 
 
 

Michigan Department of Transportation (MDOT) 

 
At Michigan DOT, the utility owner is responsible for the design of the utility facility to be installed within 
the highway right-of-way or attached to a highway structure. The Department is responsible to review for 
approval the utility’s proposal with respect to the location of the utility facilities to be installed and the 
manner of installation or attachment. 
 
The following are the responses from Michigan DOT to the survey questions: 
 



Q1: Is Pipe Encasement required for utilities in your Right of Way? If so, please explain. 
 
No 
 
Q2: If encasement is required: 
 

 Do the requirements differ for the different utilities? n/a 
 

 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe material? n/a 
 

 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe location? n/a 
 

 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe installation method? n/a 
 

 Does encasement design/strength differ for depth of pipe? n/a 
 
Q3: What are the design requirements for encasement at different depths? 
 
No difference 
 
Q4: Do you have any cases where no encasement was selected over encasement? If so, please provide 
a brief description. 
 
Yes 
 
Q5: Are there situations where pipe encasement design requirements led to pipe diversions away 
from DOT right of way?, If so, please provide some information. 
 
No 
 
Q6: Do you have any information on pipe leaks related to the design of the pipe?  If so, did these 
incidents lead to damage to the roadway, contamination of the right of way, or other? 
 
No 
 
Q7: Do you have any state regulations regarding pipe encasement? 
Yes http://mdotcf.state.mi.us/public/webforms/index.cfm see forms 3701, 3702, 3703A-F, 3704A-F 
 
Q8: Are your encasement requirements based on access control? 
 
No 
 
Q9: Do you have methods besides encasement that will provide the level of safety (protection, 
containment) you desire and allow utilities better access to inspect their facilities?  Is there a win-win 
option in your case? 
 
No 
 



Q10: Do you have life cycle costs or benefit analysis for encasement versus non-encasement?  
 
No 
 
Q11: What are the pros and cons from your perspective and the utility company’s perspective for 
encasement versus non-encasement? 
Respondent skipped this question 
 
 
 

Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT) 

 
The following are the responses from Oregon DOT to the survey questions: 
 
Q1: Is Pipe Encasement required for utilities in your Right of Way? If so, please explain. 
 
Under asphalt, yes. When along rocked shoulder sometimes not 
 
Q2: If encasement is required: 
 

 Do the requirements differ for the different utilities? yes, high pressure natural gas requires 
more 
 

 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe material? yes, see above 
 

 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe location? yes, different terrain and known 
problem areas 

 
 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe installation method? No 

 
 Does encasement design/strength differ for depth of pipe? No 

 
Q3: What are the design requirements for encasement at different depths? 
 
No 
 
Q4: Do you have any cases where no encasement was selected over encasement? If so, please provide 
a brief description. 
 
Yes, sometimes outside of travel lanes, no encasement may be allowed 
 
Q5: Are there situations where pipe encasement design requirements led to pipe diversions away 
from DOT right of way?, If so, please provide some information. 
 
No 
 



Q6: Do you have any information on pipe leaks related to the design of the pipe?  If so, did these 
incidents lead to damage to the roadway, contamination of the right of way, or other? 
 
Age of pipe and materials such as ductile for water and sewer 
 
Q7: Do you have any state regulations regarding pipe encasement? 
 
No 
 
Q8: Are your encasement requirements based on access control? 
 
Not access control, more of location 
 
Q9: Do you have methods besides encasement that will provide the level of safety (protection, 
containment) you desire and allow utilities better access to inspect their facilities?  Is there a win-win 
option in your case? 
 
High pressure natural gas, lower depths 
 
Q10: Do you have life cycle costs or benefit analysis for encasement versus non-encasement?  
 
No 
 
Q11: What are the pros and cons from your perspective and the utility company’s perspective for 
encasement versus non-encasement? 
 
Safety of public and protection of highway system, the utilities have higher cost installation 
 
 
In addition to the survey responses, Appendix VII includes the Oregon State DOT Utilities Accommodation 
manual. 
 
 

Massachusetts Department of Transportation (MassDOT) 

 
MassDOT is responsible for the review and approval of proposals from utility owners in accordance with 
the provisions in this Policy.   
 
Utility owners in Massachusetts are responsible for designing the utility facility to be installed within the 
highway right of way and/or attached to a highway structure. Full consideration must be given to 
measures necessary to preserve and protect the maintenance, operation, safety, and aesthetic 
characteristics of the highway and/or structure. Depth, clearances, and separation between utility 
facilities and the work must be in accordance with the MassDOT Utility Accommodation Manual and any 
and all applicable codes, laws mandated by federal regulations, guidelines and policies, Massachusetts 
General Laws, OSHA, etc.  
 
 



Q1: Is Pipe Encasement required for utilities in your Right of Way? If so, please explain. 
 
Yes see Utility Accommodation Policy  
 
http://www.massdot.state.ma.us/Portals/8/docs/utilities/UAP.pdf  
 
This is the best I can do at this time. 
 
Q2: If encasement is required: 
 

 Do the requirements differ for the different utilities? Yes 
 

 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe material? no info 
 

 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe location? no info 
 

 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe installation method? no info 
 

 Does encasement design/strength differ for depth of pipe? no info 
 
Q3: What are the design requirements for encasement at different depths? 
 
Respondent skipped this question 
 
Q4: Do you have any cases where no encasement was selected over encasement? If so, please provide 
a brief description. 
 
Respondent skipped this question 
 
Q5: Are there situations where pipe encasement design requirements led to pipe diversions away 
from DOT right of way?, If so, please provide some information. 
 
Respondent skipped this question 
 
Q6: Do you have any information on pipe leaks related to the design of the pipe?  If so, did these 
incidents lead to damage to the roadway, contamination of the right of way, or other? 
 
Respondent skipped this question 
 
Q7: Do you have any state regulations regarding pipe encasement? 
 
Respondent skipped this question 
 
Q8: Are your encasement requirements based on access control? 
 
Respondent skipped this question 
 

http://www.massdot.state.ma.us/Portals/8/docs/utilities/UAP.pdf


Q9: Do you have methods besides encasement that will provide the level of safety (protection, 
containment) you desire and allow utilities better access to inspect their facilities?  Is there a win-win 
option in your case? 
 
Respondent skipped this question 
 
Q10: Do you have life cycle costs or benefit analysis for encasement versus non-encasement?  
 
Respondent skipped this question 
 
Q11: What are the pros and cons from your perspective and the utility company’s perspective for 
encasement versus non-encasement? 
 
Respondent skipped this question 
 
In addition to the survey responses, Appendix VIII includes the Massachusetts State DOT Utilities 
Accommodation manual. 
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	Background 
	 
	Buried utilities can pose a risk if struck, or fail due to deterioration.  The Encroachment Permits Branch responds to multiple inquiries from utility companies challenging our current policies on buried utilities.  Most of the challenges question our depth and encasement requirements.  For example, a utility company claims that encasing their gas pipelines interferes with their ability to inspect their pipeline and might actually decrease the life of the pipeline, thus creating a potential for pipe failure
	 
	Caltrans has a long-standing policy that underground high-risk utilities must be encased and be buried at specified depths depending on pipe size and product being transported.  Encasement is required for all underground utilities placed within Caltrans right of way.  This requirement is based on the need for mechanical protection (from being accidentally struck) and as a secondary containment (from leaks in the carrier pipe), to increase safety and to protect the public and highway workers from the hazards
	 
	Summary of findings 
	 
	The scope of the preliminary investigation (PI) was to compare the guidelines and procedures utilized by other state DOTs and municipalities by reviewing their encasement standards via survey questions, phone, email and web searches.  The Preliminary Investigation (PI) compared what other state DOT guidelines and procedures are that allow high-risk utilities to exist safely within their right-of-way.   
	The following survey questions were asked in the online survey: 
	1.  Is Pipe Encasement required for utilities in your Right of Way? If so, please explain. 
	2.  If encasement is required: 
	 Do the requirements differ for the different utilities?  
	 Do the requirements differ for the different utilities?  
	 Do the requirements differ for the different utilities?  

	 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe material?  
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe material?  

	 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe location?  
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe location?  

	 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe installation method?  
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe installation method?  

	 Does encasement design/strength differ for depth of pipe?  
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for depth of pipe?  


	3.  What are the design requirements for encasement at different depths? 
	4.  Do you have any cases where no encasement was selected over encasement? If so, please provide a brief description. 
	5.  Are there situations where pipe encasement design requirements led to pipe diversions away from DOT right of way?, If so, please provide some information. 
	6.  Do you have any information on pipe leaks related to the design of the pipe?  If so, did these incidents lead to damage to the roadway, contamination of the right of way, or other? 
	7.  Do you have any state regulations regarding pipe encasement? 
	8.  Are your encasement requirements based on access control? 
	9.  Do you have methods besides encasement that will provide the level of safety (protection, containment) you desire and allow utilities better access to inspect their facilities?  Is there a win-win option in your case? 
	10.  Do you have life cycle costs or benefit analysis for encasement versus non-encasement?  
	11.  What are the pros and cons from your perspective and the utility company’s perspective for encasement versus non-encasement? 
	 
	Gaps in findings 
	 
	The responses to survey questions were subject to the knowledge and information available to the respondents at the time of taking the survey.   
	Contacts 
	 
	Numerous states were contacted to conduct this survey.  The following states responded to the online survey: 
	 
	- New Hampshire Department of Transportation 
	- New Hampshire Department of Transportation 
	- New Hampshire Department of Transportation 


	Lennart Suther, Utilities Engineer 
	LSuther@dot.state nh.us 
	Tel: 603-271-1593 
	 
	- Missouri Department of Transportation 
	- Missouri Department of Transportation 
	- Missouri Department of Transportation 


	Brandi Baldwin 
	brandi.baldwin@modot.mo.gov 
	Tel: 573-248-2602 
	 
	- Alabama Department of Transportation 
	- Alabama Department of Transportation 
	- Alabama Department of Transportation 


	. Robert G. Lee  
	 leer@dot.state.al.us 
	 Tel: 334-242-6155 
	 
	- Massachusetts Department of Transportation 
	- Massachusetts Department of Transportation 
	- Massachusetts Department of Transportation 


	Ray Stinson 
	ray.stinson@dot.state.ma.us 
	 Tel: 781-641-8471 
	 
	- Iowa Department of Transportation 
	- Iowa Department of Transportation 
	- Iowa Department of Transportation 


	Bryan Bradley 
	bryan.bradley@iowa.gov 
	Tel: 515-239-1014 
	 
	- Virginia Department of Transportation 
	- Virginia Department of Transportation 
	- Virginia Department of Transportation 


	Jeff Bragdon 
	Jeff.Bragdon@vdot.virginia.gov 
	 Tel: 804-786-8025 
	 
	- Texas Department of Transportation 
	- Texas Department of Transportation 
	- Texas Department of Transportation 


	Jesse Cooper 
	jesse.cooper@txdot.gov 
	 Tel: 512-416-2874 
	 
	 
	- Washington State Department of Transportation 
	- Washington State Department of Transportation 
	- Washington State Department of Transportation 


	Ahmer Nizam 
	nizama@wsdot.wa.gov 
	Tel: 360-705-7271 
	 
	- Michigan Department of Transportation 
	- Michigan Department of Transportation 
	- Michigan Department of Transportation 


	Nick Lefke 
	Tel: 517-335-2208 
	 
	- Oregon Department of Transportation 
	- Oregon Department of Transportation 
	- Oregon Department of Transportation 


	Richard Kearns 
	richard.a.kearns@odot.state.or.us 
	Tel: 503-325-7222 
	Body of Preliminary Investigation 
	 
	New Hampshire Department of Transportation NHDOT 
	 
	At NHDOT, utility owner is responsible for the design of the utility facility to be installed within the highway right-of-way or attached to a highway structure. The Department is responsible to review for approval the utility’s proposal with respect to the location of the utility facilities to be installed and the manner of installation or attachment. This includes the measures to be taken to preserve the safe and free flow of traffic, structural integrity of the roadway or highway structure, ease of highw
	 
	The following are the responses from New Hampshire DOT to the survey questions:  
	 
	Q1: Is Pipe Encasement required for utilities in your Right of Way? If so, please explain. 
	 
	Pipe encasement is required for pipelines of gas, water and sewer crossing the Right-of-Way or adjacent to bridge structures. 
	 
	Q2: If encasement is required: 
	 Do the requirements differ for the different utilities? Not significantly. 
	 Do the requirements differ for the different utilities? Not significantly. 
	 Do the requirements differ for the different utilities? Not significantly. 


	 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe material? The utility provides the design/strength for the specific situation. 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe material? The utility provides the design/strength for the specific situation. 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe material? The utility provides the design/strength for the specific situation. 


	 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe location? The utility provides the design/strength for the specific situation. 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe location? The utility provides the design/strength for the specific situation. 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe location? The utility provides the design/strength for the specific situation. 


	 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe installation method? Yes 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe installation method? Yes 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe installation method? Yes 


	 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for depth of pipe? Yes, as provided by the utility. 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for depth of pipe? Yes, as provided by the utility. 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for depth of pipe? Yes, as provided by the utility. 


	 
	Q3: What are the design requirements for encasement at different depths? 
	 
	Respondent skipped this question 
	 
	Q4: Do you have any cases where no encasement was selected over encasement? If so, please provide a brief description. 
	 
	Respondent skipped this question 
	 
	Q5: Are there situations where pipe encasement design requirements led to pipe diversions away from DOT right of way? If so, please provide some information. 
	 
	No. 
	 
	Q6: Do you have any information on pipe leaks related to the design of the pipe?  If so, did these incidents lead to damage to the roadway, contamination of the right of way, or other? 
	 
	No. 
	 
	Q7: Do you have any state regulations regarding pipe encasement? 
	 
	No. 
	 
	Q8: Are your encasement requirements based on access control? 
	 
	Indirectly as longitudinal facilities are not allow within the Limited Access Right-of-Way whereas longitudinal facilities in other Right-of-Way does not require encasement. 
	 
	Q9: Do you have methods besides encasement that will provide the level of safety (protection, containment) you desire and allow utilities better access to inspect their facilities?  Is there a win-win option in your case? 
	 
	Other methods allowed besides encasement, such as slabs over the facility, further reduce the utilities ability to inspect their facilities. 
	 
	Q10: Do you have life cycle costs or benefit analysis for encasement versus non-encasement?  
	No. 
	 
	Q11: What are the pros and cons from your perspective and the utility company’s perspective for encasement versus non-encasement? 
	 
	Respondent skipped this question 
	 
	In addition to the survey responses, Appendix I includes the NHDOT Utilities Accommodation manual.   
	 
	Missouri Department of Transportation (MoDOT) 
	 
	Encasement provides protection of the adjacent facilities from damage due to the failure of the utility's pipe. It also facilitates the replacement or repair of the utility's pipe. Encasement creates issues with cathodic protection of the utility's pipe.  With the exception of small service lines and cables, the encasement must have a diameter that is a minimum of 4" greater than the diameter of the carrier pipe. Continuous encasement is required under all roadways, medians, ramps, and shoulders.  Utility c
	 
	All buried utility crossing, public or private, must be made by auguring, boring or pushing under the roadway. In roadway curb and gutter section, the auger pits should be a minimum of 5 feet from the curb or on a 1:1 ratio. Example: If the utility line is 10 feet deep, the auger pit should be 10 feet from the roadway curb. A 1 inch void will be allowed around the utility line or encasement under the roadway. A $5000 bond will be required on all new crossings. 
	All buried utilities installed parallel to the right of way must be a public utility. No private utilities are allowed to parallel state right of way. All buried facilities must stay within 6 feet of the right of way line.  All cables, wires, small diameter pipes, pull boxes, pedestals, meters, manholes, and other such utility appurtenances shall be equipped with covers or guards to improve their visibility, should be installed at the right of way line, and should not be wider than 30 inches. 
	All overhead utility crossings must have a minimum vertical clearance of 18 feet over all state roads and vertical clearance must also meet National Electric Safety Code. All poles are to be installed within 2 feet of the right of way line and all anchors should be installed within 6 feet of the right of way line.  All 
	overhead utilities installed parallel to the right of way line must be a public utility. No private utilities are allowed to parallel state right of way. All utility poles must be installed within 2 feet of the right of way line. All anchors and guy wires must stay within 6 feet of the right of way line.  
	Cutting pavement shall not be done without first obtaining approval by the state. When cutting pavement is approved, all cuts shall be made with a saw to a minimum depth of 2.5 inches, and a width of 12 inches greater than the trench required on either side. When the location is within 4 feet of a joint, the cut must be made at the joint, and must follow the joint. A minimum of 8 inches of a 6 bag concrete and 4 inches of compacted base rock is to be used to fill the hole. Concrete can be used in lieu of th
	The Utilities Accommodation manual for MoDOT can be found at: 
	http://www.modot.org/design/UtilityResources/EPG-Utilities.htm
	http://www.modot.org/design/UtilityResources/EPG-Utilities.htm
	http://www.modot.org/design/UtilityResources/EPG-Utilities.htm

	 

	The following are the responses from Missouri DOT to the survey questions: 
	 
	Q1: Is Pipe Encasement required for utilities in your Right of Way? If so, please explain. 
	Yes, for crossings. No, for parallel installations. 
	Q2: If encasement is required: 
	 Do the requirements differ for the different utilities? Yes 
	 Do the requirements differ for the different utilities? Yes 
	 Do the requirements differ for the different utilities? Yes 

	 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe material? Yes 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe material? Yes 

	 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe location? Yes 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe location? Yes 

	 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe installation method? No 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe installation method? No 

	 Does encasement design/strength differ for depth of pipe? Yes 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for depth of pipe? Yes 


	Q3: What are the design requirements for encasement at different depths? 
	It is dependent on the utility type in some cases. Typically rigid/steel encasements are allowed to be shallower than other encasements. 
	Q4: Do you have any cases where no encasement was selected over encasement? If so, please provide a brief description. 
	Encasement is not required on cathodically protected welded steel pipelines. Encasement is not required on pipelines less than 6 inches, but require a depth of 6 feet. Encasement is not required on waterlines less than 2 inches in diameter. 
	Q5: Are there situations where pipe encasement design requirements led to pipe diversions away from DOT right of way?, If so, please provide some information. 
	Respondent skipped this question 
	Q6: Do you have any information on pipe leaks related to the design of the pipe?  If so, did these incidents lead to damage to the roadway, contamination of the right of way, or other? 
	Respondent skipped this question 
	Q7: Do you have any state regulations regarding pipe encasement? 
	Yes, Missouri State Regulation 7 CSR 10.3 
	Q8: Are your encasement requirements based on access control? 
	Respondent skipped this question 
	Q9: Do you have methods besides encasement that will provide the level of safety (protection, containment) you desire and allow utilities better access to inspect their facilities?  Is there a win-win option in your case? 
	Respondent skipped this question 
	Q10: Do you have life cycle costs or benefit analysis for encasement versus non-encasement?  
	Respondent skipped this question 
	Q11: What are the pros and cons from your perspective and the utility company’s perspective for encasement versus non-encasement? 
	Respondent skipped this question 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 
	Figure
	Alabama Department of Transportation (ALDOT) 
	 
	Alabama DOT requires the encasement of all utility facilities placed under the highway unless otherwise exempted within their manual, or unless a utility obtains approval to forego encasement. 
	 
	Casings may be required for the following conditions and in other instances when indicated by the Department:  
	1)  If expedient for the insertion, removal, replacement, or maintenance of carrier pipe crossings of freeways, expressways, and other controlled access highways, and at other locations where it is necessary in order to avoid open-trenched construction  
	2) As protection for carrier pipe from external loads or shock either during or after construction of the highway  
	3) As a means of conveying leaking fluids away from the area directly beneath the traveled way to a point of venting at or near the ROW line, or to a point of drainage in the highway ditch or a natural drainage way. 
	 
	Encasement or other suitable protection may also be required for any pipeline (1) with less than minimum bury, (2) near footings of bridges or other highway structures or across unstable or subsiding ground, or (3) near other locations where there may be hazard. 
	 
	Where the utility cannot give satisfactory assurance to Alabama DOT that the highway user and the highway structure are adequately protected without the use of encasement, casing will be required for (1) pressurized carrier pipes crossing under major highways, and (2) carriers of transmittants which are flammable, corrosive, expansive, energized, or unstable, particularly if carried at high pressure or potential. 
	 
	The following are the responses from Alabama DOT to the survey questions: 
	 
	Q1: Is Pipe Encasement required for utilities in your Right of Way? If so, please explain. 
	 
	Underground utilities that cross highways on the National Highway System are required to be encased. Utilities have been able to request a variance from the encasement requirement. We have recently established an encasement alternative for natural gas crossings. 
	 
	Q2: If encasement is required: 
	 
	 Do the requirements differ for the different utilities? There is an alternate for natural gas crossings. 
	 Do the requirements differ for the different utilities? There is an alternate for natural gas crossings. 
	 Do the requirements differ for the different utilities? There is an alternate for natural gas crossings. 


	 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe material? Encasement has been required to be steel. 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe material? Encasement has been required to be steel. 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe material? Encasement has been required to be steel. 


	 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe location? No 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe location? No 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe location? No 


	 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe installation method? No 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe installation method? No 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe installation method? No 


	 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for depth of pipe? Yes 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for depth of pipe? Yes 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for depth of pipe? Yes 


	 
	Q3: What are the design requirements for encasement at different depths? 
	 
	The utility or engineer for the utility is responsible for the calculation. 
	 
	Q4: Do you have any cases where no encasement was selected over encasement? If so, please provide a brief description. 
	 
	If a utility is bored through rock, the encasement seems redundant. 
	 
	Q5: Are there situations where pipe encasement design requirements led to pipe diversions away from DOT right of way?, If so, please provide some information. 
	 
	Not aware of any. 
	 
	Q6: Do you have any information on pipe leaks related to the design of the pipe?  If so, did these incidents lead to damage to the roadway, contamination of the right of way, or other? 
	 
	Not aware of any. 
	 
	Q7: Do you have any state regulations regarding pipe encasement? 
	 
	Encasement is required as part of our DOT Utility Manual 
	 
	Q8: Are your encasement requirements based on access control? 
	 
	No. For the alternate for natural gas, there is extra depth of cover required (6' under pavement). For controlled access highways, additional depth over the alternate is required (10' under pavement). 
	 
	Q9: Do you have methods besides encasement that will provide the level of safety (protection, containment) you desire and allow utilities better access to inspect their facilities?  Is there a win-win option in your case? 
	 
	We have put a concrete slab over utilities for protection. There is also a half concrete pipe cover that is acceptable. 
	 
	Q10: Do you have life cycle costs or benefit analysis for encasement versus non-encasement?  
	 
	No. However, the natural gas industry claims that corrosion occurs rapidly in encased crossings. Uncased cathodically protected pipe can last almost indefinitely. 
	 
	Q11: What are the pros and cons from your perspective and the utility company’s perspective for encasement versus non-encasement? 
	 
	Encasement pipe can prevent third party damage, where digging equipment can hit the encasement pipe and stop digging before damaging the carrier pipe. An uncased pipe is more likely to be damaged. An encased crossing may be perceived to be an issue and as a result, may be pigged more often, increasing its safety versus an uncased crossing that may not be inspected as often. Inspection may occur where 
	accessibility is easier. The positive is that the natural gas utilities are pleased with the new policy that may lead to more cooperation. 
	 
	The utility manual for Alabama DOT can be found at: 
	http://www.dot.state.al.us/rwweb/doc/utilitiesgrid/UtilitiesManual.pdf
	http://www.dot.state.al.us/rwweb/doc/utilitiesgrid/UtilitiesManual.pdf
	http://www.dot.state.al.us/rwweb/doc/utilitiesgrid/UtilitiesManual.pdf

	 

	 
	In addition to the survey responses, Appendix II includes the Alabama Utilities Accommodation manual. 
	 
	 
	Iowa Department of Transportation 
	 
	The following are the responses from Iowa DOT to the survey questions: 
	 
	Q1: Is Pipe Encasement required for utilities in your Right of Way? If so, please explain. 
	 
	Yes in some cases.  
	 
	Transverse crossings of water lines, most sanitary sewer crossings and some pipeline crossings. 
	Transverse crossings of water lines, most sanitary sewer crossings and some pipeline crossings. 
	http://www.iowadot.gov/traffic/pdfs/UtilityPolicy.pdf
	http://www.iowadot.gov/traffic/pdfs/UtilityPolicy.pdf

	  

	 
	115.13(5) Transverse occupancy--encasement and related requirements.  
	 
	a. Trenchless construction. Underground transverse crossings of existing paved roadways shall be made by trenchless construction whenever practical. Any exception to this requirement must be specifically authorized by the district representative and noted in the permit.  
	 
	b. Electrical service. Underground electrical service must be placed in a conduit from right-of-way line to right-of-way line and shall be clearly marked by the utility owner at the outer limits of the right-of-way.  
	 
	c. Pipelines.  
	(1) Except as set out in 115.13(5)"c" (2), a pipeline carrying natural gas at an operating pressure of greater than 60 pounds per square inch, liquid petroleum products, ammonia, chlorine or other hazardous or corrosive products shall be encased from right-of-way line to right-of-way line.  
	 
	(2) Encasement of a pipeline carrying a product listed in 115.13(5)"c"(1) is not required if the pipeline meets all of the following requirements and the utility owner certifies as a part of the permit that these requirements are met:  
	 
	• It is welded steel pipeline.  
	• It is cathodically protected.  
	• It is coated in accordance with accepted industry standards.  
	• It complies with federal, state and local requirements and meets accepted industry standards regarding wall thickness and operating stress levels.  
	 
	(3) A pipeline carrying a product listed in 115.13(5)"c"(1) shall be vented and marked at the outer right-of-way limits. The markers shall comply with accepted industry standards and include the following 
	information: name of the owner, telephone number to contact in case of an emergency, and type of product carried.  
	(4) Encasement of a natural gas pipeline with an operating pressure that is not greater than 60 pounds per square inch is not required if the pipeline is made of copper, steel or plastic; the pipeline is protected and installed in accordance with accepted industry standards; and the utility owner certifies as a part of the permit that these standards are met. Otherwise, encasement is required.  
	 
	d. Communication cable. The department may require encasement of communication cable.  
	 
	e. Sanitary sewer lines. Sanitary sewer lines, both gravity and force mains, shall be encased from right-of-way line to right-of-way line. Exception: A gravity flow line that is installed subsequent to highway construction need not be encased if it will meet all of the following requirements:  
	 
	(1) The opening is cut to the size of the carrier pipe so that there are no excessive voids around the pipe.  
	(2) The pipe is of sufficient strength to withstand the external loads created by the vehicular traffic on the roadway being traversed.  
	(3) Lines beyond the toe of fore-slope are properly embedded. 
	 
	f. Waterlines. Waterlines shall be encased from right-of-way line to right-of-way line. Exceptions:  
	 
	(1) Encasement is not required where it is impractical due to existing conditions, as determined by the district representative. As a minimum, waterlines shall be encased from toe of fore-slope to toe of fore-slope.  
	(2) Waterlines with an inside diameter of two inches or less need be encased only from toe of fore-slope to toe of fore-slope. Venting and sealing of the encasement are not required.  
	(3) Properly embedded waterlines that are installed prior to highway construction need not be encased if extra strength cast iron or ductile iron pipe with mechanical joints and seals, or equivalent, is used from right-of-way line to right-of-way line.  
	 
	g. Installations vulnerable to damage. Utility facilities that by reason of shallow depth or location are vulnerable to damage from highway construction or maintenance operations shall be protected with a casing, suitable bridging, concrete slabs or other appropriate measures.  
	 
	h. Other installations. When it is acceptable to both the utility owner and the department, an underground utility facility not otherwise addressed in this subrule may be installed without protective casing if the installation involves trenched construction or small bores. Encasement requirements will be determined on an individual basis.  
	 
	115.13(6) Longitudinal occupancy--encasement and related requirements.  
	 
	a. Utility lines installed longitudinally to the primary highway right-of-way shall be encased at crossings of hard-surfaced side roads, streets and entrances in accordance with subrule 115.13(5).  
	b. Reserved. 
	 
	Q2: If encasement is required: 
	 
	 Do the requirements differ for the different utilities? Yes 
	 Do the requirements differ for the different utilities? Yes 
	 Do the requirements differ for the different utilities? Yes 


	 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe material? Yes 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe material? Yes 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe material? Yes 


	 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe location? No 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe location? No 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe location? No 


	 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe installation method? Yes 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe installation method? Yes 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe installation method? Yes 


	 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for depth of pipe? No 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for depth of pipe? No 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for depth of pipe? No 


	 
	Q3: What are the design requirements for encasement at different depths? 
	 
	Depth is not considered 
	 
	Q4: Do you have any cases where no encasement was selected over encasement? If so, please provide a brief description. 
	 
	Pipelines.  
	(1) Except as set out in (2), a pipeline carrying natural gas at an operating pressure of greater than 60 pounds per square inch, liquid petroleum products, ammonia, chlorine or other hazardous or corrosive products shall be encased from right-of-way line to right-of-way line.  
	 
	(2) Encasement of a pipeline carrying a product listed in (1) is not required if the pipeline meets all of the following requirements and the utility owner certifies as a part of the permit that these requirements are met: 
	 • It is welded steel pipeline.  
	• It is cathodically protected.  
	• It is coated in accordance with accepted industry standards.  
	• It complies with federal, state and local requirements and meets accepted industry standards regarding wall thickness and operating stress levels.  
	 
	(4) Encasement of a natural gas pipeline with an operating pressure that is not greater than 60 pounds per square inch is not required if the pipeline is made of copper, steel or plastic; the pipeline is protected and installed in accordance with accepted industry standards; and the utility owner certifies as a part of the permit that these standards are met. Otherwise, encasement is required. 
	 
	Q5: Are there situations where pipe encasement design requirements led to pipe diversions away from DOT right of way?, If so, please provide some information. 
	 
	There may be some but no specific examples are available. 
	 
	Q6: Do you have any information on pipe leaks related to the design of the pipe?  If so, did these incidents lead to damage to the roadway, contamination of the right of way, or other? 
	 
	No. 
	 
	Q7: Do you have any state regulations regarding pipe encasement? 
	 
	http://www.iowadot.gov/traffic/pdfs/UtilityPolicy.pdf
	http://www.iowadot.gov/traffic/pdfs/UtilityPolicy.pdf
	http://www.iowadot.gov/traffic/pdfs/UtilityPolicy.pdf

	  

	 
	115.13(5) Transverse occupancy--encasement and related requirements.  
	 
	a. Trenchless construction. Underground transverse crossings of existing paved roadways shall be made by trenchless construction whenever practical. Any exception to this requirement must be specifically authorized by the district representative and noted in the permit.  
	 
	b. Electrical service. Underground electrical service must be placed in a conduit from right-of-way line to right-of-way line and shall be clearly marked by the utility owner at the outer limits of the right-of-way.  
	 
	c. Pipelines.  
	(1) Except as set out in 115.13(5)"c"(2), a pipeline carrying natural gas at an operating pressure of greater than 60 pounds per square inch, liquid petroleum products, ammonia, chlorine or other hazardous or corrosive products shall be encased from right-of-way line to right-of-way line.  
	 
	(2) Encasement of a pipeline carrying a product listed in 115.13(5)"c"(1) is not required if the pipeline meets all of the following requirements and the utility owner certifies as a part of the permit that these requirements are met:  
	• It is welded steel pipeline.  
	• It is cathodically protected.  
	• It is coated in accordance with accepted industry standards.  
	• It complies with federal, state and local requirements and meets accepted industry standards regarding wall thickness and operating stress levels.  
	 
	(3) A pipeline carrying a product listed in 115.13(5)"c"(1) shall be vented and marked at the outer right-of-way limits. The markers shall comply with accepted industry standards and include the following information: name of the owner, telephone number to contact in case of an emergency, and type of product carried.  
	 
	(4) Encasement of a natural gas pipeline with an operating pressure that is not greater than 60 pounds per square inch is not required if the pipeline is made of copper, steel or plastic; the pipeline is protected and installed in accordance with accepted industry standards; and the utility owner certifies as a part of the permit that these standards are met. Otherwise, encasement is required.  
	 
	d. Communication cable. The department may require encasement of communication cable.   
	 
	e. Sanitary sewer lines. Sanitary sewer lines, both gravity and force mains, shall be encased from right-of-way line to right-of-way line. Exception: A gravity flow line that is installed subsequent to highway construction need not be encased if it will meet all of the following requirements:  
	 
	(1) The opening is cut to the size of the carrier pipe so that there are no excessive voids around the pipe.  
	 
	(2) The pipe is of sufficient strength to withstand the external loads created by the vehicular traffic on the roadway being traversed.  
	 
	(3) Lines beyond the toe of fore-slope are properly embedded.  
	 
	f. Waterlines. Waterlines shall be encased from right-of-way line to right-of-way line. Exceptions:  
	 
	(1) Encasement is not required where it is impractical due to existing conditions, as determined by the district representative. As a minimum, waterlines shall be encased from toe of fore-slope to toe of fore-slope.  
	 
	(2) Waterlines with an inside diameter of two inches or less need be encased only from toe of fore-slope to toe of fore-slope. Venting and sealing of the encasement are not required.  
	 
	(3) Properly embedded waterlines that are installed prior to highway construction need not be encased if extra strength cast iron or ductile iron pipe with mechanical joints and seals, or equivalent, is used from right-of-way line to right-of-way line.  
	 
	g. Installations vulnerable to damage. Utility facilities that by reason of shallow depth or location are vulnerable to damage from highway construction or maintenance operations shall be protected with a casing, suitable bridging, concrete slabs or other appropriate measures.  
	 
	h. Other installations. When it is acceptable to both the utility owner and the department, an underground utility facility not otherwise addressed in this subrule may be installed without protective casing if the installation involves trenched construction or small bores. Encasement requirements will be determined on an individual basis.  
	 
	115.13(6) Longitudinal occupancy--encasement and related requirements. 
	 
	a. Utility lines installed longitudinally to the primary highway right-of-way shall be encased at crossings of hard-surfaced side roads, streets and entrances in accordance with subrule 115.13(5).  
	 
	b. Reserved. 
	 
	Q8: Are your encasement requirements based on access control? 
	 
	No, we take them to the ROW line. 
	 
	Q9: Do you have methods besides encasement that will provide the level of safety (protection, containment) you desire and allow utilities better access to inspect their facilities?  Is there a win-win option in your case? 
	 
	Bridging or concrete slabs are sometimes used. 
	 
	Q10: Do you have life cycle costs or benefit analysis for encasement versus non-encasement?  
	 
	No. 
	 
	Q11: What are the pros and cons from your perspective and the utility company’s perspective for encasement versus non-encasement? 
	Respondent skipped this question 
	 
	 
	In addition to the survey responses, Appendix III includes the Iowa Utilities Accommodation manual. 
	 
	Virginia Department of Transportation (VDOT) 
	 
	The following are the responses from Virginia DOT to the survey questions: 
	 
	 
	Q1: Is Pipe Encasement required for utilities in your Right of Way? If so, please explain. 
	 
	Yes.  
	 
	A. Encasement pipe shall be required where it is necessary to avoid trenched construction, to protect carrier pipe from external loads or shock, or to convey leaking fluids or gases away from the areas directly beneath the traveled way if the utility has less than minimal cover; is near footings of bridges, utilities or other highway structures; crosses unstable ground; or is near other locations where hazardous conditions may exist. Encasements crossing non limited access rights-of-way shall extend a suita
	 
	B. Uncased crossings of welded steel pipelines carrying transmittants that are flammable, corrosive, expansive, energized, or unstable, particularly if carried at high pressure, may be permitted subject to the following conditions: 1. The applicant provides supporting data documenting that its proposed installation meets or exceeds industry standards for unencased crossings, 2. The applicant provides supporting data documenting that the pipeline will support the anticipated load generated by highway traffic
	 
	Q2: If encasement is required: 
	 
	 Do the requirements differ for the different utilities? No, but will traditionally be deeper at RR Crossings 
	 Do the requirements differ for the different utilities? No, but will traditionally be deeper at RR Crossings 
	 Do the requirements differ for the different utilities? No, but will traditionally be deeper at RR Crossings 


	 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe material? No 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe material? No 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe material? No 


	 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe location? No 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe location? No 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe location? No 


	 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe installation method? No 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe installation method? No 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe installation method? No 


	 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for depth of pipe? No 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for depth of pipe? No 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for depth of pipe? No 


	 
	Q3: What are the design requirements for encasement at different depths? 
	 
	Typically longer encasements required at RR Crossings due to necessary extension past theoretical RR embankment 
	 
	Q4: Do you have any cases where no encasement was selected over encasement? If so, please provide a brief description. 
	Yes. It is believed that current trenchless technology methods may produce joint welds that make the carrier pipe even stronger than the pipe at the weld points. We have used HDD FPVC and HDPE and have gone deeper under environmental features or roadways 
	 
	Q5: Are there situations where pipe encasement design requirements led to pipe diversions away from DOT right of way?, If so, please provide some information. 
	 
	N/A 
	 
	Q6: Do you have any information on pipe leaks related to the design of the pipe?  If so, did these incidents lead to damage to the roadway, contamination of the right of way, or other? 
	 
	We've had some utilities install only soil tight encasements with HDPE material. Not sure if immediate degradation of the carrier pipe has been seen, but it is estimated that depending the material of the carrier pipe, the pipe may be subject to more corrosion, or there will be seepage of groundwater in the casing. State requirements require for continuous sleeve of encasement with grouted ends. 
	 
	Q7: Do you have any state regulations regarding pipe encasement? 
	 
	Yes. 24VAC30-151-370 Also EP-1 of the VDOT Road and Bridge Specs Also Spec 232.02 of the Specifications 
	 
	Q8: Are your encasement requirements based on access control? 
	 
	Largely, yes. 
	 
	Q9: Do you have methods besides encasement that will provide the level of safety (protection, containment) you desire and allow utilities better access to inspect their facilities?  Is there a win-win option in your case? 
	 
	Only with Trenchless technologies such as HDD, where the integrity of the pipe is as superior or far superior than a traditional pipe encasement. Also our locating surveys and SUE operations, as well as asbuilt records give us a greater comfort of where HDD operations are and how they are constructed, so that future conflicts can be avoided. 
	 
	Q10: Do you have life cycle costs or benefit analysis for encasement versus non-encasement?  
	 
	No. 
	 
	Q11: What are the pros and cons from your perspective and the utility company’s perspective for encasement versus non-encasement? 
	 
	Pros - (1) Ease of access to the utility from a maintenance perspective. (2) An easily identifiable location by traditional survey methods Cons - (1) Encasements oftentimes create conflicts with other utilities or roadway construction and operation. (2) Trenchless operations have become so reliable, that it is sometimes cheaper construction and time savings vs. encasement construction. 
	 
	 
	In addition to the survey responses, Appendix IV includes the Virginia Utilities Accommodation manual. 
	 
	 
	Texas Department of Transportation (TxDOT) 
	 
	 
	The following are the responses from Texas DOT to the survey questions: 
	Q1: Is Pipe Encasement required for utilities in your Right of Way? If so, please explain. 
	 
	(1) Encasement.  
	(A)  Underground utility facilities crossing the highway shall be encased in the interest of safety, protection of the utility, protection of the highway, and for access to the utility facility. Casing shall consist of a pipe or other separate structure around and outside the carrier line. The utility must demonstrate that the casing will be adequate for the expected loads and stresses.  
	 
	(B)  Casing pipe shall be steel, concrete, or plastic pipe as approved by the district, except that if horizontal directional drilling is used to place the casing, high-density polyethylene (HDPE) pipe must be used in place of plastic pipe.  
	 
	(C)  Encasement may be of metallic or non-metallic material. Encasement material shall be designed to support the load of the highway and superimposed loads thereon, including that of construction machinery. The strength of the encasement material shall equal or exceed structural requirements for drainage culverts and it shall be composed of material of satisfactory durability for conditions to which it may be subjected. 
	 
	Q2: If encasement is required: 
	 
	 Do the requirements differ for the different utilities? Yes 
	 Do the requirements differ for the different utilities? Yes 
	 Do the requirements differ for the different utilities? Yes 


	 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe material? No 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe material? No 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe material? No 


	 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe location? No 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe location? No 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe location? No 


	 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe installation method? Yes 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe installation method? Yes 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe installation method? Yes 


	 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for depth of pipe? No 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for depth of pipe? No 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for depth of pipe? No 


	 
	Q3: What are the design requirements for encasement at different depths? 
	 
	Depth. Where placements at the depths in this section are impractical or where unusual conditions exist, the department may allow installations at a lesser depth, but will require other means of protection, including encasement or the placement of a reinforced concrete slab.  
	 
	 
	 
	 
	Q4: Do you have any cases where no encasement was selected over encasement? If so, please provide a brief description. 
	 
	(C) Encasement. Low-pressure gas pipelines crossing the pavement shall be placed in a steel encasement. The district may waive this encasement requirement if the pipeline is of welded steel construction and is protected from corrosion by cathodic protective measures or cold tar epoxy wrapping, and the utility signs a written agreement that the pavement will not be cut for pipeline repairs at any time in the future. 
	 
	Q5: Are there situations where pipe encasement design requirements led to pipe diversions away from DOT right of way?, If so, please provide some information. 
	 
	n/a 
	 
	Q6: Do you have any information on pipe leaks related to the design of the pipe?  If so, did these incidents lead to damage to the roadway, contamination of the right of way, or other? 
	 
	No 
	 
	Q7: Do you have any state regulations regarding pipe encasement? 
	 
	Texas Administrative Code 43 TAC 21.40 
	 
	Q8: Are your encasement requirements based on access control? 
	 
	No 
	 
	Q9: Do you have methods besides encasement that will provide the level of safety (protection, containment) you desire and allow utilities better access to inspect their facilities?  Is there a win-win option in your case? 
	 
	Only the allowing of materials other than steel 
	 
	Q10: Do you have life cycle costs or benefit analysis for encasement versus non-encasement?  
	 
	No 
	 
	Q11: What are the pros and cons from your perspective and the utility company’s perspective for encasement versus non-encasement? 
	 
	The oil and gas industry do not want to encase at all.  What has not been taken into account is the main objective of encasement which is to move the hazard or exposure away from the roadway.  Therefore protecting both the public and the road structure.  Additionally an encasement allows an excavator a second chance if he nicks a encasement pipe that protects the carrier pipe. 
	 
	 
	In addition to the survey responses, Appendix V includes the Texas Utilities Accommodation manual. 
	 
	 
	Washington State Department of Transportation (WSDOT) 
	 
	The following are the responses from Washington State DOT to the survey questions: 
	 
	Q1: Is Pipe Encasement required for utilities in your Right of Way? If so, please explain. 
	 
	Yes - encasement is required for most pipelines occupying state highway right of way. Exceptions are allowed under certain circumstances, such as when the line meets federal cathodic protection requirements. For more information, please refer to the Washington Administrative Code: WAC 468-34-210. 
	 
	Q2: If encasement is required: 
	 Do the requirements differ for the different utilities? Yes - for example, where casing is required by industry codes; for pressurized carrier pipes; hazardous substances. 
	 Do the requirements differ for the different utilities? Yes - for example, where casing is required by industry codes; for pressurized carrier pipes; hazardous substances. 
	 Do the requirements differ for the different utilities? Yes - for example, where casing is required by industry codes; for pressurized carrier pipes; hazardous substances. 


	 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe material? Not currently 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe material? Not currently 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe material? Not currently 


	 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe location? Possibly - to achieve adequate loading capabilities or due to proximity to bridge substructure 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe location? Possibly - to achieve adequate loading capabilities or due to proximity to bridge substructure 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe location? Possibly - to achieve adequate loading capabilities or due to proximity to bridge substructure 


	 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe installation method? Yes - For example, encasement requirement may be waived where open cut or open trench would be authorized; however, open cuts to the highway are against policy and require a variance approval. 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe installation method? Yes - For example, encasement requirement may be waived where open cut or open trench would be authorized; however, open cuts to the highway are against policy and require a variance approval. 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe installation method? Yes - For example, encasement requirement may be waived where open cut or open trench would be authorized; however, open cuts to the highway are against policy and require a variance approval. 


	 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for depth of pipe? Possibly - to achieve adequate loading capabilities to bridge substructure 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for depth of pipe? Possibly - to achieve adequate loading capabilities to bridge substructure 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for depth of pipe? Possibly - to achieve adequate loading capabilities to bridge substructure 


	 
	Q3: What are the design requirements for encasement at different depths? 
	 
	There are currently no distinctions according to depth in adopted policy, but this may be a primary consideration if a variance to encasement policy were requested. 
	 
	Q4: Do you have any cases where no encasement was selected over encasement? If so, please provide a brief description. 
	 
	Utilities sometime request variances to established policies - including encasement. In such cases, adequate justification must be provided, and the appropriate internal subject matter experts are consulted. 
	 
	Q5: Are there situations where pipe encasement design requirements led to pipe diversions away from DOT right of way?, If so, please provide some information. 
	 
	In instances where a proposal to obtain a variance from encasement requirements is denied, the utility presumably pursues an alternate course of action - that we are not always aware of since it is off of DOT property. 
	 
	Q6: Do you have any information on pipe leaks related to the design of the pipe?  If so, did these incidents lead to damage to the roadway, contamination of the right of way, or other? 
	 
	We are aware of recent water pipe failures that have cause damage to the roadway. In these cases, the utility is required under state law, as well as the contractual provisions within utility permits, to correct the matter at its sole cost. 
	 
	Q7: Do you have any state regulations regarding pipe encasement? 
	 
	Yes - WAC 468-34-210. 
	 
	Q8: Are your encasement requirements based on access control? 
	 
	Access designation is a factor in determining whether encasement is required. 
	 
	Q9: Do you have methods besides encasement that will provide the level of safety (protection, containment) you desire and allow utilities better access to inspect their facilities?  Is there a win-win option in your case? 
	 
	There have been discussions regarding the value of encasement when certain materials are used for water and sewer facilities (such as PVC or HDPE); however, we are not inclined to change our policy until more research is available. 
	 
	Q10: Do you have life cycle costs or benefit analysis for encasement versus non-encasement?  
	 
	No 
	 
	Q11: What are the pros and cons from your perspective and the utility company’s perspective for encasement versus non-encasement? 
	Benefit-cost is the main issue. Highway authorities must exercise appropriate diligence for utility accommodation. If research supports the notion that encasement is superfluous in some instances, we are willing to consider it. 
	 
	 
	In addition to the survey responses, Appendix VI includes the Washington State DOT Utilities Accommodation manual. 
	 
	 
	Michigan Department of Transportation (MDOT) 
	 
	At Michigan DOT, the utility owner is responsible for the design of the utility facility to be installed within the highway right-of-way or attached to a highway structure. The Department is responsible to review for approval the utility’s proposal with respect to the location of the utility facilities to be installed and the manner of installation or attachment. 
	 
	The following are the responses from Michigan DOT to the survey questions: 
	 
	Q1: Is Pipe Encasement required for utilities in your Right of Way? If so, please explain. 
	 
	No 
	 
	Q2: If encasement is required: 
	 
	 Do the requirements differ for the different utilities? n/a 
	 Do the requirements differ for the different utilities? n/a 
	 Do the requirements differ for the different utilities? n/a 


	 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe material? n/a 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe material? n/a 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe material? n/a 


	 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe location? n/a 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe location? n/a 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe location? n/a 


	 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe installation method? n/a 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe installation method? n/a 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe installation method? n/a 


	 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for depth of pipe? n/a 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for depth of pipe? n/a 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for depth of pipe? n/a 


	 
	Q3: What are the design requirements for encasement at different depths? 
	 
	No difference 
	 
	Q4: Do you have any cases where no encasement was selected over encasement? If so, please provide a brief description. 
	 
	Yes 
	 
	Q5: Are there situations where pipe encasement design requirements led to pipe diversions away from DOT right of way?, If so, please provide some information. 
	 
	No 
	 
	Q6: Do you have any information on pipe leaks related to the design of the pipe?  If so, did these incidents lead to damage to the roadway, contamination of the right of way, or other? 
	 
	No 
	 
	Q7: Do you have any state regulations regarding pipe encasement? 
	Yes http://mdotcf.state.mi.us/public/webforms/index.cfm see forms 3701, 3702, 3703A-F, 3704A-F 
	 
	Q8: Are your encasement requirements based on access control? 
	 
	No 
	 
	Q9: Do you have methods besides encasement that will provide the level of safety (protection, containment) you desire and allow utilities better access to inspect their facilities?  Is there a win-win option in your case? 
	 
	No 
	 
	Q10: Do you have life cycle costs or benefit analysis for encasement versus non-encasement?  
	 
	No 
	 
	Q11: What are the pros and cons from your perspective and the utility company’s perspective for encasement versus non-encasement? 
	Respondent skipped this question 
	 
	 
	 
	Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT) 
	 
	The following are the responses from Oregon DOT to the survey questions: 
	 
	Q1: Is Pipe Encasement required for utilities in your Right of Way? If so, please explain. 
	 
	Under asphalt, yes. When along rocked shoulder sometimes not 
	 
	Q2: If encasement is required: 
	 
	 Do the requirements differ for the different utilities? yes, high pressure natural gas requires more 
	 Do the requirements differ for the different utilities? yes, high pressure natural gas requires more 
	 Do the requirements differ for the different utilities? yes, high pressure natural gas requires more 


	 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe material? yes, see above 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe material? yes, see above 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe material? yes, see above 


	 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe location? yes, different terrain and known problem areas 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe location? yes, different terrain and known problem areas 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe location? yes, different terrain and known problem areas 


	 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe installation method? No 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe installation method? No 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe installation method? No 


	 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for depth of pipe? No 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for depth of pipe? No 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for depth of pipe? No 


	 
	Q3: What are the design requirements for encasement at different depths? 
	 
	No 
	 
	Q4: Do you have any cases where no encasement was selected over encasement? If so, please provide a brief description. 
	 
	Yes, sometimes outside of travel lanes, no encasement may be allowed 
	 
	Q5: Are there situations where pipe encasement design requirements led to pipe diversions away from DOT right of way?, If so, please provide some information. 
	 
	No 
	 
	Q6: Do you have any information on pipe leaks related to the design of the pipe?  If so, did these incidents lead to damage to the roadway, contamination of the right of way, or other? 
	 
	Age of pipe and materials such as ductile for water and sewer 
	 
	Q7: Do you have any state regulations regarding pipe encasement? 
	 
	No 
	 
	Q8: Are your encasement requirements based on access control? 
	 
	Not access control, more of location 
	 
	Q9: Do you have methods besides encasement that will provide the level of safety (protection, containment) you desire and allow utilities better access to inspect their facilities?  Is there a win-win option in your case? 
	 
	High pressure natural gas, lower depths 
	 
	Q10: Do you have life cycle costs or benefit analysis for encasement versus non-encasement?  
	 
	No 
	 
	Q11: What are the pros and cons from your perspective and the utility company’s perspective for encasement versus non-encasement? 
	 
	Safety of public and protection of highway system, the utilities have higher cost installation 
	 
	 
	In addition to the survey responses, Appendix VII includes the Oregon State DOT Utilities Accommodation manual. 
	 
	 
	Massachusetts Department of Transportation (MassDOT) 
	 
	MassDOT is responsible for the review and approval of proposals from utility owners in accordance with the provisions in this Policy.   
	 
	Utility owners in Massachusetts are responsible for designing the utility facility to be installed within the highway right of way and/or attached to a highway structure. Full consideration must be given to measures necessary to preserve and protect the maintenance, operation, safety, and aesthetic characteristics of the highway and/or structure. Depth, clearances, and separation between utility facilities and the work must be in accordance with the MassDOT Utility Accommodation Manual and any and all appli
	 
	 
	Q1: Is Pipe Encasement required for utilities in your Right of Way? If so, please explain. 
	 
	Yes see Utility Accommodation Policy  
	 
	http://www.massdot.state.ma.us/Portals/8/docs/utilities/UAP.pdf
	http://www.massdot.state.ma.us/Portals/8/docs/utilities/UAP.pdf
	http://www.massdot.state.ma.us/Portals/8/docs/utilities/UAP.pdf

	  

	 
	This is the best I can do at this time. 
	 
	Q2: If encasement is required: 
	 
	 Do the requirements differ for the different utilities? Yes 
	 Do the requirements differ for the different utilities? Yes 
	 Do the requirements differ for the different utilities? Yes 


	 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe material? no info 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe material? no info 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe material? no info 


	 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe location? no info 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe location? no info 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe location? no info 


	 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe installation method? no info 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe installation method? no info 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for pipe installation method? no info 


	 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for depth of pipe? no info 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for depth of pipe? no info 
	 Does encasement design/strength differ for depth of pipe? no info 


	 
	Q3: What are the design requirements for encasement at different depths? 
	 
	Respondent skipped this question 
	 
	Q4: Do you have any cases where no encasement was selected over encasement? If so, please provide a brief description. 
	 
	Respondent skipped this question 
	 
	Q5: Are there situations where pipe encasement design requirements led to pipe diversions away from DOT right of way?, If so, please provide some information. 
	 
	Respondent skipped this question 
	 
	Q6: Do you have any information on pipe leaks related to the design of the pipe?  If so, did these incidents lead to damage to the roadway, contamination of the right of way, or other? 
	 
	Respondent skipped this question 
	 
	Q7: Do you have any state regulations regarding pipe encasement? 
	 
	Respondent skipped this question 
	 
	Q8: Are your encasement requirements based on access control? 
	 
	Respondent skipped this question 
	 
	Q9: Do you have methods besides encasement that will provide the level of safety (protection, containment) you desire and allow utilities better access to inspect their facilities?  Is there a win-win option in your case? 
	 
	Respondent skipped this question 
	 
	Q10: Do you have life cycle costs or benefit analysis for encasement versus non-encasement?  
	 
	Respondent skipped this question 
	 
	Q11: What are the pros and cons from your perspective and the utility company’s perspective for encasement versus non-encasement? 
	 
	Respondent skipped this question 
	 
	In addition to the survey responses, Appendix VIII includes the Massachusetts State DOT Utilities Accommodation manual. 
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